Ford ranger automatic vs manual

The Ford Ranger 2. This includes the only single-cab bakkie paired with an automatic gearbox
in SA in its segment. At the launch of the 2. Here are our thoughts. The first interior that we
explored was that of the leather clad, XLT. The seats are plush and all the buttons and dials
have that sturdy good-quality appeal. We enjoyed using the touchscreen and in particular the
voice activated commands. I adjusted the temperature without having to take my hands off the
steering wheel and once my phone was synced, this feature could be used to make calls too. It
also has a smaller screen with limited features and a slightly different console, but of course
none of this affects the quality of the drive. Leg room at the back of the double-cab is more than
ample and from inside the vehicle you could be forgiven for thinking you were sitting in a
regular sedan. On the Road This is where Ford managed to impress us the first time around.
Unless you plan to bundu bash your way across the continent, this is an important
consideration. The Ranger handles the tar with aplomb and is a pleasure to cruise around in.
The 2. The mill produces kW of power and a peak torque of Nm, which is more than adequate.
We averaged 9. There you have it. Enough said. The difference is immediately apparent.
Although it was a long way from being out of control, the Ranger felt perceptibly loose at the tail
end. Then we switched to 4H and immediately felt the difference in stability, as all-four wheels
worked together to provide the desired traction. The automatic gear box fared well ninety-five
percent of the time, but we did find it that it could have geared down a bit quicker on a couple of
the sudden rises. Sand Picture a rugged, stretch of property banking the ocean at Vleesbaai,
south of Mossel Bay. Here tufts of grass and reed cling to the sand and pathways meander
through this loose forest of grass until the vegetation parts near the ocean to reveal towering,
wind-sculpted dunes. With reduced tyre pressure, we selected 4H, slipped the 2. In an effort to
be ecologically sensitive we were told to try not to churn up the soft sand too much and to stick
the the paths. My co-driver loves driving on the sand I must admit that I am growing
increasingly fond of the experience too and so she took the wheel for the first section doing a
marvelous job as we bounced along happily â€” up and over, round and down. The Ranger had
no problem tackling the powdery surface and in a nutshell it was just pure fun. We enjoyed
every minute of driving the Ford Ranger 2. Ranger 2. Promotional Mailer. Latest Videos.
Newsletter Promotional Mailer. By Neville Beeton Oct 25, As a youngster growing up on a
Lowveld farm I learnt to drive in a bakkie with a clumsy steering-wheel-mounted gear shift. But
that was many, many moons ago and I have since grown up, as have bakkies, becoming larger
and infinitely more refined. Ford Ranger owners can now have the best of both worlds following
the introduction of this auto gearbox in the model line-up, making it the ideal vehicle for
commuting in slow, stop-start traffic in the week before heading out to the great outdoors on
weekends. The rear-wheel-drive XLT 4x2 is the top-of-the-range model in the 2. We found the
switches for the climate controls on the small side, though, making them a bit fiddly to use
while driving. The cabin layout is neat and uncluttered with a 4. A larger 8-inch touchscreen on
the centre console provides access to features such as voice control, multimedia, Bluetooth,
phone and includes an SD card slot, auxiliary input and two USB ports. This Ranger comes with
a handy reverse parking camera incorporated in the touchscreen. However, once we loaded a
mountain bike rack on the tow bar it activated the proximity buzzer when reversing. The seats
are manually adjustable, while the steering wheel can be adjusted for height, but not for reach,
but it is easy to find a comfortable driving position. The centre console between the front seats
doubles as a storage bin while also providing a cooler box which is handy for long trips. The
XLT also comes with some eye candy with chrome detailing on the front grille, mirrors, and
door handles. The offroad look is enhanced by a steel step making it easier to get in and out,
while a chrome rear bumper shows the Ranger means business. The double cab has ample
space for both front and rear passengers and rear passengers have a centre folding armrest
with two cupholders. The 2. The motor is refined for a diesel and the pairing with the six-speed
auto gearbox works well. Although there is slight turbo lag on pull away, the Ranger accelerates
smoothly and the driver has the option of using the fully automatic mode, switching to sport
mode for improved responsiveness and downshifts, or selecting manual gearshifts. The
Electronic Stability Program includes traction control, hill-launch assist, trailer-sway control,
adaptive load control and roll-over mitigation. The Ranger can tow a kg unbraked load which
increases to kg for braked towing. A rear diff lock is available as an option. The addition of a
6-speed auto gearbox to the 2. Motoring Road Tests. Is Ford's Ranger 2. By: Neville Beeton As a
youngster growing up on a Lowveld farm I learnt to drive in a bakkie with a clumsy
steering-wheel-mounted gear shift. Also, the Ranger uses a leaf spring suspension system at
the rear, which makes the vehicle more capable of carrying loads. The Ranger Wildtrak has a
leaf spring rear suspension. Simple, but known to be very tough. The Nissan Navara has a more
sophisticated multi-link rear suspension for a comfortable ride. It's up to you to decide which is
more visually striking. Style-wise, which do you prefer? The American or the Japanese? It's all

up to you. Android Auto works decently enough. That's not to say, however, that the Navara
can't leave most vehicles behind in the dust. Do note, however, that leaf spring suspensions
like the Wildtrak's are also mechanically simpler with less moving parts, and will prove to be
more durable in the long run. Apart from the convenience features, engine and performance, the
Wildtrak also comes with a comprehensive suite of driver-assist features. These include
forward-collision warning, traction control, lane departure warning, and blind-spot detection
system, ideal for easily-distracted drivers. It's looking like the Ford offers more value, despite
its more expensive price tag. If you prefer a truck that can rough it while looking out for you on
the road with its driver-assist features , the Ranger is right up your alley. On the other hand, if
you want a more straightforward, comfortable drive, and you happen to prefer a Japanese truck,
then choose the Nissan Navara. So which one do you prefer, the glorious Japanese truck For
more models from other brands, please check out our Car for sale section. Cesar is a graduate
of AB English with previous experience working as a freelance writer for varied internet
publications in-between his former stints in the Pharmaceutical Industry, and later as a First Aid
Provider and Training Staff at the Iligan City Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Office.
His knowledge ranges from the prevalent stories and trends among car enthusiasts around the
world, to closely following the latest local and international developments in the automotive
industry. Automatic 13, km. D-Max mu-X All Models. Nissan Navara vs Ford Ranger: High tech
vs more tech, which one is better? Updated Dec 21, Let us compare the Nissan Navara vs Ford
Ranger in terms of specs to see which truck has more bang for your peso! In this article Nissan
Navara vs Ford Ranger: Introduction 2. Nissan Navara vs Ford Ranger: Engine and performance
5. Nissan Navara vs Ford Ranger: Verdict. Let's see which has the better specs. Ford Ranger vs
Nissan Navara: Safety features. Nissan Navara Philippines price list Variants. Ford Ranger
Philippines price list Variant. Cesar G. Jan 20, Ford Ranger Bi-Turbo Wildtrak. Double Wishbone
with Coil Springs. Manual Air Conditioning. Password Forgot Password? Join Us! Join Date:
Jan Posts: 9, Manual Vs Automatic. Perhaps this thread was already posted somewhere in frf
but I was just wondering what your perspectives were on driving a stick vs the auto. I for one
am a manual all the way, I just like the overall experience of the stick vs slush box. So far city
driving doesn't prove to be a big enough negative to go with the uneventful auto. Just curious
as to what you guys prefer and does your truck have your prefered tranny? Join Date: Jun
Posts: 6, Re: Manual Vs Automatic. Both my rangers have manuals. My 97 started life with the
5spd auto trans, it shortly failed at k. I put in the 5spd manual and never looked back. I prefer
manual over auto anyday just for the general reliability over an auto that will more than likely fail
and cost alot of money to repair. Arguments will be made here about how the manuals in the
rangers are not as strong as the auto's, however this is my opinion and I have never had a
manual trans fail on me. I have had 2 autos fail one behind the 4. Manual FTW! Zero problems.
Now that I was able to finally get a truck the way I wanted, the first hing on my list was manual
and I dont plan on lookin back either. Have you ever had issues with the manual in your ranger?
I use 75w90, but my buddy tells me that syncromesh would be good for it to. Its a little stiff
shifting in the morning during the cold months, but once the trans warms up its good. Join
Date: Sep Posts: 1, My truck is auto which I'm content with I guess, sticks are fun but after
working late or driving home after a late hockey pracite I'm glad I don't have to worry aboat
shifting. I wish they had a setup where you had six speeds; then a drive, so you could shift
when you wanted but then when you want to drive auto you put it in drive. Idk lol just what I
daydream aboat. Sometimes I pretend my truck is a manual and I move my hand like I'm
shifting; my freinds think I'm crazy. Last edited by 02maz; at PM. Find all posts by 02maz. Its ok
sometimes, but the shifts are abrupt and there is a slight lag between shifts. As for you
pretending that its a manual, I do that too somethimes with my manumatic lol. I agree here in
the real world it is better to have one or the other. I drove a chevy dumptruck this summer that
had something similar where there was a m on the gear selecter and you pressed buttons to
shift gears, it was an automatic at heart though. It was kinda fun sometimes but I'm glad I'm not
the one paying the bill to get it worked on someday. I got to say tho, as far as shifting its almost
instinctive, I have been driving manual since I got my license. I always find my self shifting air
and pushing in an air pedal when driving the expedition! Join Date: Nov Manuals are for men.
The Brotherhood! Mods to come: Camburg entry 6. FiberwerkX Fenders and bedsides. Tube
bumper. Jeff Ashton. Find all posts by DiabloBlanco. Join Date: Oct Posts: 3, Find all posts by
ben Manuals are for real Drivers. Try backing up a 20 foot trailer up a hill with a manual, That
takes more skill then putting your tranny in 'D' and setting the Cruise. Join Date: Dec Manual, I
originally learned how to drive on a old Frieghtliner, I went to Tennessee to find my truck in a
manual, and from Jersey thats a pretty far ways away. Manuals just more fun to me, and as a
plus, my dumb ass friends that suck at driving can never take my truck without me knowing.
Originally Posted by Clinton. Originally Posted by 01B Originally Posted by ben User Name.
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Threads. Automatic To Manual Swap. Automatic too manual Conversion. Changing an
Automatic To Manual Transmission. Manual to automatic? Password Forgot Password? Join
Us! Join Date: May Posts: Manual vs Automatic. Alright so after my truck got totaled a few
weeks ago I have been in the hunt for a new one. If I can find a truck within 30 days, the
insurance company will cover my tax and tabs for it. I am in Minneapolis and have been
searching in this area. Before my last truck I drove a Manual then switched to an automatic.
Basically I am just looking for some of your opinions on Manual vs Automatic. Pros and Cons of
mods, mpg, maintenance and so on. Join Date: Oct Posts: 1, Re: Manual vs Automatic. People
say a manual is the way to go there more durable and don't have to worry about them, but If an
automatic is taken care of right you cant beat them. And you have the ability to tow more with
an auto in a newer one. I've driven both and ive raced auto vs manual and auto winds out better
grabs gears quicker. Join Date: Apr Posts: 21, Join Date: Sep Posts: 3, A manual will give you
more control and mpg more. New clutch every , miles and fluid changes every 3 years or so. If
you have a manual, you'll keep busy. With an automatic, filter and fluid changes every 50, miles
and that's about it. Automatic all the way IMO. Join Date: Mar Posts: 14, Originally Posted by
dvrich. Posts: 6, I do disagree on mpg more and a new clutch ever k whos burning up clutches.
Originally Posted by djfllmn. Originally Posted by bigfisher. Sent from my iPhone 5 so I can tell
you to search wherever I may be. Join Date: Nov Cost of replacing an auto over a manual is a
big difference. Remember, you're getting a used truck, you have no idea how it was cared for in
its past life. You can fry an auto easier than a manual, a clutch will usually go before the tranny.
Find all posts by AmericanPride! It's your money and if you choose to change the fluid earlier,
by all means do it. If the ATF fluid is still the proper color, why change it? User Name.
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dvrich. Join Date: Mar Posts: 14, Quote: Originally Posted by dvrich A manual will give you
more control and mpg more. Originally Posted by fx4 level II fuckin Nissan
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Manual to automatic? All 2. The only modification that will need to be done is to the floor plate.
You can either cut it to fit the new shifter or you can remove the front seats and pull the carpet
back to get to the 4 8mm bolts that hold it on and swap in the one from your donor. All that may
be left is to trim the carpet. If you take your time, the piece that you trim out can be used to
replaced the gap it will leave behind the shifter. A transmission that came off a 2. The 2. This
means that the 2. This causes the tranny cross member to be moved 2. Your automatic
transmission truck has a shifter plate on the transmission hump under the carpet. Use the
manual shifter and floor plate from the
quad 4 motor
p0731 nissan maxima
wiring lights in a series diagram
donor vehicle. Even though the flexplate bolt patterns are the same, they will not interchange
from an a4ld to a c5. You need to lengthen the rear driveshaft and the front shaft needs to be
shorter. You can avoid shortening the front one by using a front driveshaft from an Bronco II or
Ranger, which is already 4. From the original A4LD harness. Simply match them with the
remaining wires on the C5 switch. To put a C-4 behind a 2. Though this will limit you to only 3
speeds and no overdrive. Pinto wagons are your best bet for one of these. The Mustang 2. You
will need the C5 torque converter and the C5 flexplate. If replacing an automatic with a manual,
you need a manual transmission computer to turn the MIL off. You also need to hook up the
neutral switch to the computer. All Ford 4. Other than that, the others line up perfectly. The
bellhousing bolt changed to accommodate the SOHC 4. Have information or photos to add to
this page? Ford Ranger Transmission Swap Options. More Articles:.

